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Institutional Context
• Private, research-intensive university in 

Washington, DC
• Approximately 10,000 undergraduates
• ~10% international undergrad students
• Writing sequence:

EAP
First-year writing (FYW)

Writing in the disciplines (WID)

Help promote students’ evolving 
understanding of genre



Writers’ Transition to Disciplinary 
Genre Uptake

Transition into EAP: English language instruction (EFL); classes for 
writing virtually non-existent; writing as gatekeeping function on 
exams; TOEFL to measure general proficiency; five-paragraph 
essay

Transition into FYW: Writing as critical academic literacy skill 
across the curriculum in U.S. higher education; general academic 
writing as a “new” language they are acquiring 

Transition into WID: New transition to discipline-specific writing; 
centrality of genre uptake; challenge of learning to adapt to a 
variety of specialized tasks and expectations 



Entering a new discourse 
community

Insiders perceived to “own” knowledge, write easily

Process and expectations rarely transparent

YET…

In reality, it is a process of socialization

-Situated learning; situated practice

-Engaging to understand the practices of a complex discourse 
community

-Moving from peripheral participation to fuller participation



Genres are…
According to Charles Bazerman (1997)

● Guideposts we use to explore the unfamiliar

● Not just forms but ways of life

● Environments for learning

● Locations within which meanings are constructed

● Familiar places we go to to create intelligible 
communicative interaction



Rationale for 
genre-based 

pedagogy

explicit

systematic

needs-based

supportiveempowering

critical

Conscious
-ness

raising

(Hyland, 2007)

Understanding how and why texts are structured and written in particular ways 
helps promote successful writing in the discourse community one inhabits.



Genre in EAP Writing
• Genre= regularized, staged, goal-oriented, socially 

constructed and reproduced, valued within discourse 
community, recognized

• Goal is for students to “become efficient critical consumers 
and producers of the genres valued in the literacies they wish 
to join” (Ferris & Hedgcock, 2014, p. 114)

• Students need to know expectations and constraints of the 
genre and the range of genres they may need to produce, yet 
maintain rhetorical flexibility and build transferable genre 
awareness (Johns, 2008)

• Analyzing genre features a common pedagogical approach; 
part of scaffolded instruction to produce academic texts; 
students gain control over aspects of writing



The “Noticing” Hypothesis
• Construct in second language acquisition; intentionally 

“noticing” language features promotes learning (Schmidt, 
1990)

• Highly salient for L2 writers



Target Genres in EAP

rhetorical and 
genre 

awareness

summary
conceptual 
definition

analytical essay

critical review

compare-contrast
research paper

poetry 
response

What are the defining features of this genre?
Purpose? Audience? Content and sources of information? Rhetorical 
organization? Types of language structures used?



Sequencing of Critical Review
1. introduction of genre; review of key aspects of genre approach; 
discussion of movie review as familiar genre

-rhetorical organization
-interaction with content
-use of language structures

2. assignment prompt and expectations
3. model critical review using assignment expectations to identify 
genre features
4. drafting and feedback (focus on genre features)
5. revision and evaluation that takes into account genre features

Assessment of student production: Strong on rhetorical 
arrangement, summarization, use of language structures. 
Challenges with situating source in broader context, depth of 
critical evaluation





Best Practices for Developing EAP Students’ 
Response to Genre Expectations

• Ask yourself: Why is this genre valued in this academic discourse community? What features 
characterize the genre? What subskills are necessary for producing the genre successfully? How 
can I sequence these to facilitate student learning?

• Teach students to apply what they have learned about broader rhetorical context, including 
audience and purpose, and how these connect to the text they are expected to produce:
˗ rhetorical arrangement/ “moves”
˗ interactions with content
˗ discourse features (style, tone, language structures used) 

• Provide models of writing to analyze (highlight to isolate components salient to the 
genre); link to critical reading

• Link prompt, feedback, and evaluation criteria to genre expectations

• Peer and self review work well with genre-based pedagogies

• Emphasize need for “flexibility” in rhetorical and genre awareness



First-Year Writing

● Theme-based academic writing course taken by all 
George Washington University undergraduates.

● Taken after completion of EAP (unless TOEFL score is 
sufficient that EAP is not required). 



UW 1020 Ultimate Goal

● One critical end goal is that students come out of UW 1020 knowing how to write a 
scholarly paper, meaning:

● Develop a research thesis;

● Engage in academic research;

● Truly engage with the research through discussion, drafts, peer review;

● Develop an argumentative thesis (and revise it based on discussion, drafts, 
peer review);

● Produce a paper that advances the understanding of their topic, pursuing an 
original thesis and appropriately engaging with existing scholarship. 



Nuances and Variations 
on that Goal

● Recognize that not all university papers will require precisely what the UW 1020 
professor requires.

● There is valuable writing to be done at the university and elsewhere that is not 
in this genre of research paper.

● Even in the genre of research paper, there will be discipline-specific 
expectations.

● Students need to be able to read for the expectations.



Assignments

● Before the final research paper, projects could:

● offer useful contrasts with academic research paper;

● build toward the final paper;

● help students read for genre and disciplinary expectations and conventions.

● Varied assignments grow out of the course theme.

● Students examine a variety of readings, films, art exhibitions, public events, 
government hearings, and more, depending on course topic. 

● Students write editorials, blogs, tweets, Wikipedia entries, business proposals, 
grant proposals, and other theme-specific works. 

● As well as annotated bibliographies, abstracts, reflection papers, and 
other genres more directly connected to the research paper. 

















Writing in the Disciplines
What is WID?

● WID courses are writing intensive courses in disciplines 
across humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, 
public health, engineering, business, and international 
affairs

● WID courses give students instructions in genre writing of 
disciplines as well as support with genre-based writing 
through revision and peer review



Key questions for WID faculty

Disciplinary knowledge questions...

● What are the values, practices, and knowledge of the field?
● What are the genres of the field through which scholars and researchers communicate values, 

practices, and knowledge of the field? 
● What are some of the rhetorical features or hallmarks of writing in your field? What are 

conventions, moves, styles that are part of your field? How are sources used?
● What writing practices do you use to participate in the genres of the field?

Teaching Questions

● How will you teach genres of your field to students? 
● How will you encourage students to “read” for genre?
● What genre models will you offer?
● What connections can you point out between genre and rhetorical moves (i.e. grammar choice)?
● How will you develop assignments  that promote genre instruction?
● What class activities will encourage (or require) that enable participation in genre?

Curricular Questions

● How do you scaffold WID through a major?



Example from French Studies
The genre of writing assignments in French ranges from a formal French explication de 
texte to a mid-length analysis paper, to longer research papers (10-12 pages).  

Because genres of French also include language instruction, faculty focused on 
building skills that will enable students to successfully write genres. Strong 
RELATIONSHIP between genre and rhetorical skills.

Faculty discussed whether, in addition to methods taught during the proseminar, 
additional attention needed to be paid to research methods in lower level literature 
classes to prepare students better for the genre requirements of the proseminar.  
French faculty also considered the unique requirements of teaching writing in a 
foreign language. 

French faculty hold students to standards of organization, style, use of textual 
evidence, and depth of analysis similar to what is expected in other humanities 
departments; however, students are also expected to write their papers in French, and 
thus require additional practice in complex grammatical structures, vocabulary, and 
(for certain assignments) 



Teaching Strategies 
from French Studies

● Low-stakes in-class writing assignments for working 
closely and analytically with citations

● Modeling and practicing close readings in class
● Examining model texts for strategies for citation analysis
● Oral presentations of textual analysis 
● Further drafting of papers through additional peer review 

sessions and graded draft assignments
● Introducing secondary sources more consistently 

throughout the curriculum, and model and practice 
engaging with scholarly sources.



Conclusion:Genre-based Approaches
Advantages

● Grounded in research into texts 
and contexts; situated practice

● Comprehensive understanding of 
content + rhetorical organization 
+ linguistic features

● Facilitates entry into new 
discourse communities

● Demystification; source of 
empowerment and control 

● Addresses not just the process of 
writing but its context and social 
function

Limitations
● Texts do not necessarily fit neatly 

into genre categories and genres 
evolve

● Variation both across and within 
disciplines

● Transferability to new domains

● Perceived as restrictive or overly 
prescriptive

● Social situatedness or content 
expertise may be overlooked due to 
focus on form

● Reification of power structures

● Identity development; voice; stance



Final Thoughts
● Genre-based pedagogies have clear value
● It’s not enough to think of genre-based pedagogy 

in isolation
● Aligning genres used across the curriculum is key 

to building institutional awareness and 
developing students’ rhetorical and genre 
awareness

EAP
First-year writing 
Writing in the disciplines
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